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THERE YOU GO, not a gate for ages and then
all of a sudden along come a whole batch of
them. Channel count can matter and the latest

LA G400 is a frequency conscious quad arrangement
grouped in the traditionally accepted two clusters of
stereo linkables.

I’ve always been a fan of noise gates providing they
meet a number of entrance requirements. I don’t see
the point of rudimentary switch-style contraptions, I
like some added value and a fairly high minimum level
of control. The G400 is looking good although by
definition its 4-channel arrangement means that
something will have been left out.

Well it’s not on the back panel as each channel gets
electronically balanced XLR I-Os (switchable for 
-10/+4) and TRS jack sidechain access. The last of
these might lead you to suspect that there are no front
panel ‘tuning’ controls for the frequency conscious
nature of this device. However, you’d be wrong.

You get sweepable high and low pass filters
covering 22Hz-3kHz and 250Hz-30kHz respectively.
Envelope controls are limited to variable Threshold,
which works in conjunction with below and above
(i.e. open) LEDs, and a Release pot (10ms to 4s).
Attack time is taken care of by a two-position switch
(50µs and 1ms) while Range is also provided on a
switch for -20dB or -80dB attenuation.

The build quality is excellent, everything is
screwed down well with none of that pot-wobble that
so often characterises entry level 1Us. Switch action
is also firm and I’d swear the pale green on British
Racing Green colour scheme is ever so slightly
luminous in certain lights.

User aids include individual channel bypasses, a
Listen switch that lets you hear what your side chain
is doing, and a LED that tells you there’s something in

the relevant channel’s rear panel sidechain socket.
The rear side chain access allows the insertion of

slightly more ‘directional’ EQ for homing in on those
really tough jobs. In use, I found the plain old filters
perfectly adequate as they seem steep enough to box
in the keying element of the signal. The 30kHz seems
a tad excessive and I might have preferred to have
seen this top end lowered with a consequent slight
increase in the low pass filter pot’s resolution.

The G400 uses RMS summing of the side chain
signals of both channels for stereo operation. Pressing
the relevant Link switch hands master pot control to
the left channel in the pair. 

Operationally it’s a breeze but then I would be
worried if it was anything but. Sonically it’s right up
there too but again it should be. I had initial misgivings
about the two range settings and the gentler
attenuation being too gentle, but on balance I now
think they’re well chosen. I would have liked a
variable intensity below threshold LED to have a little
more info about what was going on.

No problems with the two attack settings either as
the faster one is the set-and-forget preset, the slower

rise suiting things like bass better. Of course, fully
variable attack, hold and release is best but it’d be a
different unit then. On the whole I’d say it’s a perfectly
acceptable set of compromises.

If the unit was mine then I would probably dab
some black marker pen on to the tops of the switches
to make their position a little more obvious. Nobody
uses those liquorice allsort switches anymore. 

Price is UK£703 (inc VAT). Yes, you can do it with
a plug-in, in the automation and on the fly if you’re
really fast. The beauty of a good old-fashioned
analogue quad gate is that you can set the damn thing
and get on with something far more interesting and
important. And you can use it everywhere. Two
channels of fully featured gate is great but four
channels of sensibly reduced functionality that still
does the job and sounds great is a blessing. ■

Well put together; clean; good filters; sensible compromises.

You might want more control; switch position not always easy to judge.

The GC400 combines the features of LA Audio’s C400 Auto Compressor with those of the G400 to yield
a dual-channel compressor-noise gate that can be operated as four separate processors or independently

linked for stereo applications. As with the G400, in Link mode, Channel 1 provides master control and
RMS summing is used throughout.
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LA Audio G400
In the age of 5.1 the concept of quad is inappropriate unless it pertains to a noise gate. Bring up the room mics and patch in

your reverbs, the 80s are coming back. ZENON SCHOEPE
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